Partll

INSTRUCllONS:

Work

Start each problem

on a new pack of yellow

each sheet. All problems
her on the upper right-hand

all problems.

This is a closed book examination.
paper and use only one side of

carry the same weight.
corner

of each answer

Write your

student

num-

sheet.

1. A disk of mass M and radius R is suspended on an a.xis, A, peI1:'endicular to its cir cular surfaces. Axis A lies on the perimeter of
the disk

The disk oscillates about that axis in

small amplitude simple harmonic

motion at fre-

quency v. There is a second axis, B, parallel
to this one,

for which

the frequency

same value.

Find the frequency , v,

has the
and the

position of the second axis.
2. A comet approaches the sun from infinity

with an initial velccity

of the sun is Mo

the largest impact parameter,

and its radius is Ro .Fmd

'Uo- The mass
b, for

which the comet \Vill strike the sun. Take the sun to be at rest and ignore any
other 1Jodies.
1)0

~

c
6.c-Sun

0.

3. A long, massless, insulating

cylindrical

shell

of radius a has a surface charge density of 6coulombs ,per unit area.
(a) If

the cylinder

rotates at an angular

fre-

quency (0 about the center axis, what is the
magnetic induction

field B inside the cylin-

der?
(b ) If the cylinder

undergres

Jar acceleration

a constant angu-

so that (0 =& t, what is the

electric field E inside the cylindrical
( c) \Vhat

shell ?

is the torque per unit length of the

cylinder

necessary to produce

acceleration w?

(Assume

the angular

that the ~s

of

the shell is zero.)
4. At time t = O a charge distribution
conductor whose pem1itivity

p(r) exists within an idealized homogeneous

E and conductivity

a are constants. Obtain p(r,t) for

subsequent times.

5. (a) Derive an expression

for the first Oowest energy) Bohr orbit of a negative

muon (mass is 207 electron masses) around a nucleus with Z protons.
(b ) Assume that a nucleus ~

equal numbers of protons and neutrons.

Derive

an expression for the val ue of Z for whicn the fust Bohr orbit is equal to
the nuclear radius.

6. A W boson, a point particle of rest Mo, decays into an electron and a neutrino.
If we detennine that the momenta of the decay electron and neutrino are collinear
and that the electron has momentum

Pe in the positive x direction, what are the

possible momenta of the neutrino?

7. Ass~

the sun ba<; a uniform

density , has a mass of M0

-2

x 1033 g, and

contains about 1057 particles.
(a) Estimate the total gravitational
(b ) Using the VIrial Theorem

binding energy of the sun.

( <T> = -<V>/2)

for the l/r potential and the result

of (a), estimare the average internal temperature

of the sun (Ro = 7 x 1010

cm).

8. A long horizontal

wire a is rigidly

supported in the xy plane, and canies
a cun-ent la.

Directly

y

above it a dis-

Ib

tance d, and paraUel to the wire a, is a
second wire b carrying

a cun-ent lb-

WIre b can move freely, but its mOo
tion is constrained

.

wire

I
I
d:
I
I

9

z
la

wIre a

to the xy plane.

WIre b has mass per unit length miL

b

x

The cmrents are such that wire b is
supported by magnetic repulsion.
WIre b is displaced from position d by a small distance /ly and released. Show
that it undergres
pendulum

simple harnlonic

motion

of length d. The acceleration

given by the constant g.

\Vith the same frequency

~ a simple

of gravity is in the -y direction

and is

